Kinetic conformational analysis of human 8-oxoguanine-DNA glycosylase.
7,8-dihydro-8-oxoguanine (8-oxoG) is one of the major DNA lesions formed by reactive oxygen species that can result in transversion mutations following replication if left unrepaired. In human cells, the effects of 8-oxoG are counteracted by OGG1, a DNA glycosylase that catalyzes excision of 8-oxoguanine base followed by a much slower beta-elimination reaction at the 3'-side of the resulting abasic site. Many features of OGG1 mechanism, including its low beta-elimination activity and high specificity for a cytosine base opposite the lesion, remain poorly explained despite the availability of structural information. In this study, we analyzed the substrate specificity and the catalytic mechanism of OGG1 acting on various DNA substrates using stopped-flow kinetics with fluorescence detection. Combining data on intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence to detect conformational transitions in the enzyme molecule and 2-aminopurine reporter fluorescence to follow DNA dynamics, we defined three pre-excision steps and assigned them to the processes of (i) initial encounter with eversion of the damaged base, (ii) insertion of several enzyme residues into DNA, and (iii) enzyme isomerization to the catalytically competent form. The individual rate constants were derived for all reaction stages. Of all conformational changes, we identified the insertion step as mostly responsible for the opposite base specificity of OGG1 toward 8-oxoG:C as compared with 8-oxoG:T, 8-oxoG:G, and 8-oxoG:A. We also investigated the kinetic mechanism of OGG1 stimulation by 8-bromoguanine and showed that this compound affects the rate of beta-elimination rather than pre-excision dynamics of DNA and the enzyme.